TRANSFORMING PROCUREMENT
WITH NEXT TECHNOLOGIES
Integration and deployment of new digital technologies is rapidly increasing across
all areas of the modern business.
To conform to increasing end-user and business demands, improvements must be made to IT
operations to avoid a surplus of management tasks that ultimately diminish business productivity.
The modern workplace demands agility, but the traditional procurement process is limited in its
ability to meet these demands.

TRADITIONAL PROCUREMENT PROCESS

Relevant authority
raises a requisition to IT
procurement through
assigned process

Requisition is sent
for approval
Once reviewed and
approved, IT places order

Once approved, IT
contacts preferred
supplier/s for quotes
IT team or partner receives
equipment, and then
configures to the end-user
profile requirements
End-user receives
equipment, which typically
would require further steps
to complete the install (with
help from OIT admins)
before becoming
productive again

TOTAL PROCESS DURATION: WEEKS

As flexible working strategies continue to balloon, it will dictate the need to modernise
procurement and deployment methodologies to meet the needs of the modern workplace.
With Next Technologies, modern procurement meets modern deployment.

NEXT TECHNOLOGIES
PROCUREMENT & DEPLOYMENT FRAMEWORK

Relevant authority
raises a requisition
through a specially built
procurement portal.
Approval and purchase
workflows are built into
this portal.

Next Technologies
configure and customise
the equipment to
the end-user profile
requirements.

Dispatch and deliver directly
to the end user, wherever
they may be.

TOTAL PROCESS DURATION: WITHIN 48HR

With our strategic partners HP and Intel®, our aim is to ultimately provide an excellent end-user onboarding experience
through automating the processes needed from procurement to deployment. All the while reducing complexity, risk, and
cost. It is that simple.
At Next Technologies, modern procurement meets modern deployment.
Contact the Next Technologies team on 1300 738 237 to learn how you can take advantage to
drive increased agility across your organisation.
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